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INVARIANCE OF MINIMAL PRIME IDEALS UNDER DERIVATIONS
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(Communicated by Maurice Auslander)

Abstract. We construct a counterexample to refute the following conjecture

by I. N. Herstein: Is every minimal prime ideal of a semiprime ring invariant

under any derivation of this ring?

The following conjecture was raised by I. N. Herstein and, recently, has been

often mentioned in the literature. See, for example, [4, 8, 9].

Conjecture. If P is a minimal prime ideal of a semiprime ring R, is ô(P) ç P

for every derivation ô of i? ?

The primary objective of this note is to refute the conjecture in general.

However, the motivation behind this conjecture is to be able to reduce questions

regarding derivations in semiprime rings to questions about prime rings and

thus the real concern about a given semiprime ring is whether the intersection

of the minimal prime ideals invariant under a given derivation is 0 or not. This

problem is also due to I. N. Herstein and was listed as the second open question

in [9]. In the counterexample constructed here, there is only one minimal prime

ideal that is not invariant under a derivation and the intersection of all the

minimal prime ideals invariant under this given derivation is still 0. Thus it

remains open as to whether the intersection of all the minimal prime ideals

invariant under a given derivation is always 0 or not.

Before proceeding to the construction of our counterexample, it might be

interesting to review some positive partial results of the conjecture. There are

mainly two directions; one is by restricting the characteristic and the other is by

restricting the nilpotency index. For the direction of restricting the character-

istic, Krempa [7] proved that any minimal prime ideals of a semiprime algebra

over a field of characteristic 0 are always invariant under derivations. Actually,

a much better result in this direction is contained in Propositions 1.1 and 1.3

of [5]. Specifically, the following are shown in [5]:

( 1 ) If P isa minimal prime ideal of a ring R such that R/P has character-

istic 0, then P is invariant under any derivations of R.
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(2) Let N be the prime radical oí R. If either R or R/N is torsionfree,

then all minimal prime ideals of R are invariant under any derivations of R.

Note ihat the rings R in (1) and (2) above are not assumed to be semiprime.

For the direction of restricting nilpotency index, the second paragraph of the

proof of Theorem B of [8] proves the conjecture for commutative semiprime

rings. (Observe that the assumption there on the characteristic is not needed

for the invariance of minimal prime ideals under derivations.) It is obvious

that a commutative ring is semiprime if and only if it does not have nonzero

nilpotent elements. Using essentially the same argument, we can prove the

conjecture for any rings without nonzero nilpotent elements. Namely, we can

show that any minimal prime ideals of a ring without nonzero nilpotent elements

must be invariant under any derivations of the ring. The proof is as follows: For

a ring R without nonzero nilpotent elements, the following two facts are well

known: ( 1 ) A prime ideal P of R is a minimal prime ideal of R if and only

if R\P is a maximal multiplicatively closed subset not containing 0. (2) A

nonzero element a e R is in a given minimal prime ideal P of R if and

only if am = ma = 0 for some m e R\P. (See, e.g., [1] or [6, Theorem

1.1.1, p. 4].) Now let P be a minimal prime ideal of R, and let a be any

element of P. Then am — ma — 0 for some m e R\P. For any given

derivation ô of R, 0 = S(am) = ô(a)m + aô(m). Multiplying the identity

ô{a)m + aô(m) = 0 by 3{a)m on the left-hand side and using the identity

ma = 0, we have (ô(a)m) = 0. Since R does not have nonzero nilpotent

elements, ô(a)m = 0. Similarly, we can show mâ(a) = 0. By the fact (2) cited

above, ö{a) e P. We have thus shown â(P) Q P as desired.

A ring R is said to be of bounded index m , if m is the least positive integer

such that xm = 0 for all nilpotent elements x e R. A ring without nonzero

nilpotent elements is merely a ring of bounded index 1. Viewing the result

above, it seems natural to ask whether the conjecture still holds for rings of

bounded index. Unfortunately, this is false as our example shows. Actually, the

following theorem due to Beidar and Mikhalëv ([2] or [3, Theorem 8.16]), which

generalizes all the above-mentioned results is the best positive result known to

the authors:

Theorem (Beidar and Mikhalëv). Let R be a ring of bounded index m suchthat

the additive order of every torsion element of R, if any, is strictly larger than m .

Then all minimal prime ideals of R are invariant under any derivations of R.

Now let us construct our desired counterexample:

Counterexample. For any prime p > 0, there exists a semiprime ring R of

characteristic p, which satisfies the standard polynomial identity of degree 2p,

such that a minimal prime ideal P of R is not invariant under a derivation ô

of R.

Construction. For simplicity of notation, let us take p = 3 as an example.

The construction for other primes is similar. Arbitrarily choose a field <P of
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characteristic 3 and let A/3 (O) denote the 3x3 matrix ring over the field <I>. Set

T to be the infinite direct product (or power) of A/3(4>), that is, T - Yl™=\ ̂k >

where  Tk = A/3(0)  for each k > 1 .   Obviously,   T satisfies the standard

polynomial identity of degree 6 since so does each Tk   (— A/3(G>)). Elements

of T can be written in the form x = (x,, x2, ... ), where xi, x2, • • • € A/3(0).
.0 1 0.

Let a = ( 0 0 1 ) e A/,(<P), and let <S>[a] be the subring generated by O and a .
000 J

Since a3 = 0, <I>[<z] is equal to 0 + $fl + Oa . Our desired ring R is defined

by

R = {x = (Xj, x2 ,...)€ T: there exist an integer m > 1 and an

element y e <P[a] such that xfc = y for all k > m}.

Obviously, R is a subring of T and hence must also satisfy the standard poly-

nomial identity of degree 6. We show that R is semiprime: Suppose that

cRc - 0, where c = (c,, c2 ,...)€ R. Let / be the infinite direct sum of

Af3(0), that is,

oc

/ = ^ Tk = {x = (x{, x2, ...) e T: xk -0 from some k on}.

fc=i

Obviously, / is a two-sided ideal of R. So clc = 0. That is, ckTkck — 0 for

each k and hence ck = 0 for all /c. So c = 0 as desired.

For each m > 1, define

It is easy to see that any prime ideal of R that does not include / as a subset

must be one of Pm for some m > 1 . Let P be the ideal of R generated by /

and the element u = (a, a, ...) € R. (That is, each component of u is equal

to a .) We show that the only prime ideal of R that includes / as a subset is

P : Indeed, since R/I ~ 0[a] = $ + Q>a + Oa2, R/P ~ 0>[û]/(Oû + Oa2) ~ i>.
So P itself is a prime ideal including /. Conversely, suppose that Q is a prime

ideal of R including / as a subset. Then Q/I is a prime ideal of R/I. But

R/I ~ <l>[a] = O + Oa + Oa2 and the only prime ideal of Q>[a] is Oa + <I>a2.

So Q is the ideal generated by / and u as desired. In particular, we have also

shown that P is a minimal prime ideal of R, since none of P, Pm   (m > I)

can include each other.

Let b = (1 00) g A/,(<P).   Then ba - ab - -1.   Let d be the inner
vo -1o7 J

derivation of A/3(0) defined by b . That is, d(y) = by - yb for y € A/3(<E>).

Since ¿(a) = -1, we have d(<3>[a]) ç (¡>[a]. Our desired derivation ó on Ä is

defined by S(x) = {d{xl ), d(x2), ...) for each element x = {x¡, x2, ...) e R.

Since é/(«I>[ú!]) Ç <I>[a], <5 is a derivation of i?. But S(u) = (d(a), d(a) ,...) =

(-1, -1, ...) ^ P. So 6{P) <£ P. Hence the minimal prime ideal P is not

invariant under the derivation ô .
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We conclude this note by briefly indicating how the construction should be

modified for arbitrary characteristic p > 0 : Choose O to be a field of char-

acteristic p > 0. Let A/ (O) denote the p x p matrix ring over O and let

e¡i   (1 < i, j < p) denote the matrix unit with 1 in the (/, »-entry and with 0

elsewhere. Define a = J2lli e¡ ,+i and b = Yf¡Ii ze,+i , • Then ba-ab — -1,

where 1 = 2?_, en denotes the identity matrix of M (<&). Now the rest of the

construction is analogous to the case p — 3.
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